Connecting You to
Every Moment
The technology at the core of Trivex® lens material
means that every lens will provide clear vision,
lightweight comfort, strength and protection. In
addition, you can customize your lenses with
additional features for perfect lenses that keep you
connected to the most important moments in your life.
All Trivex®
lenses
provide:

Additional
Options
Available:

Clear Vision

Photochromic
Lenses

Lightweight
Comfort

Polarized
Lenses

Strength
& Durability

Glare-Free
Coating

100% UV
Protection

Providing great vision for:
• Kids
• Active Lifestyles
• Seniors
• Rx Sunwear

www.ppgtrivex.com

• Sports Vision
• Fashion-Conscious Wearers
• Safety & Occupational Glasses
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Never Compromise

The Science to Connect
You to the Moment
PPG Optical Materials created Trivex®
lens material to ensure you get the best
performance from your lenses, better
connecting you to each moment. Clear,
lightweight and strong, the technology behind
Trivex® material ensures you get the most from
your lenses.

Clear Vision:
When you wear Trivex®
lenses your vision is
incredibly crisp and
crystal clear so that you
never miss a moment.
Whether you’re driving in
your car or playing soccer
with friends, Trivex® lenses
can help to reduce eyestrain
and bring clarity to your world.

Durable and strong or lightweight comfort?
Remarkable clarity or thinness? With Trivex®
lens material, you don’t have to choose or
compromise.You receive all the product
benefits of Trivex® lenses in any style, or
with any additional options you need.

Lightweight
Comfort:

Trivex® lenses are also versatile enough to
fit the majority of eyeglass prescriptions
with an extremely thin lens. Ask your eye
care professional if Trivex® lenses are the
right fit for you.

Trivex® lenses are
extremely light and
thin to provide all-day
comfort. The lightest
prescription lens material
on the planet, Trivex®
material ensures that your
lenses will be the last thing
weighing you down.

Enhancing Trivex
Lens Material
Strength &
Protection:

Built to be durable and strong,
Trivex® lenses can handle whatever
life brings their way. So if they are
buried at the bottom of a carry-on
bag or are hit with a rock during
a long hike, Trivex® lenses are
strong enough to handle it
and continue to perform.
And every Trivex® lens clear or tinted - protects
your eyes by blocking
100 percent of harmful
UV rays.

®

Design
Trivex® lens material serves as the ultimate
foundation to customize and improve
your eyewear. It is fully compatible with
the newest digital HD lens technology for
enhanced vision. And Trivex® lenses can be
used in any frame design and are ideal for
rimless and semi-rimless styles.

Additional Lens Features
You expect and deserve a lot from your
lenses. Trivex® material is available with
many additional features like glare-free
(anti-reflective) coatings, photochromic
Transitions® lenses and polarized lenses.

